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You Have Options
There are more ways to obtain contingent healthcare professionals  
than ever before. So, what’s the right method for your organization? 

It’s understandable that connecting directly with candidates  
can seem to be an attractive solution. But consider this:

• Will the quality of care provided meet your standards? 
• Will the contingent staff you hire fit within your culture? 
• Do you have the time and resources to vet candidates yourself? 

There is a way to quickly staff your open positions and ensure 
quality and fit: Our human-centered digital approach. 

Which Talent Model Fits You Better? 

What’s the best solution   
for your staffing needs?

AMN Fill 
Rate

95+%

Transactional process

Minimal clinical oversight

Hiring for DEI is up to you

One staffing model

Direct Approach

Relationship-based service

Dedicated clinical team

We ensure DEI when staffing

Multiple staffing models

AMN Human  
+ Digital Solutions

We achieve an over 95% 
fill rate for our clients.



client.services@amnhealthcare.com 
AMNHealthcare.com/MSP

Contact Us

How Does Our Approach Benefit You?
We thoroughly screen every candidate before we make a placement. Why does this matter? It saves you the time and money 
associated with recruiting, interviewing, checking references, hiring and onboarding. 

We follow a detailed process with clinical oversight to ensure you get the right person at the right time for the right position.

Our Credentialing Solutions reduce credentialing time by up to 50%, reduce costs, and improve the provider experience. 

It’s not just about a temporary need, it’s about retention and continuity. Sixty-five percent of the clinicians we place rebook 
at the same hospital.

We lead the industry in our commitment to diversity, equality and inclusion. We have the nation’s largest and most diverse 
network of healthcare professionals.

We are agile - you can retain control of your staffing or have us manage the entire recruitment acquisition and engagement 
lifecycle for you.

AMN Passport  
Part of AMN Digital Solutions
AMN Passport is our mobile platform that allows caregivers to easily find, book and 
manage their travel assignments in a single app. Healthcare professionals review  
options around the country and tell their AMN recruiter which interest them.

And herein lies a critical difference: Our recruiters, backed by our clinical staff, are 
valuable assistants to both the caregiver and you, the provider. Each recruiter ensures the 
candidate has the right qualifications and experience for the assignment and is a good 
cultural fit. How do we know this? Because our recruiters form relationships with the 
healthcare systems they represent and the professionals they place in order to maintain 
our quality standards and yours. 


